INTRODUCTION
A code C of length n over an alphabet A is a subset of A". The distance between any two codewords u, v E C, is the number of positions in which they disagree. The parameters (n, M, d) of a q-ary code C represent the length n, the number of codewords M, and d, the minimum distance between any two codewords in C when the alphabet A has order q. A binary code C having alphabet (0, 1 } and minimum distance 3 which meets the sphere-packing bound is a perfect binary single error correcting code, or, more briefly, a perfect l-code. Such perfect l-codes exist if and only if the length n is of the form 2k -1. Recently, it was established there are at least 2"" non-equivalent perfect l-codes of length n, for n sufhciently large. Still, little is known about the automorphism groups of such codes.
Briefly, an automorphism of a code C of length n is a permutation c1 of the indices (positions) of the codewords which maps codewords to codewords. In the linear perfect l-code of length n = 2k -1, one can find k positions such that any permutation of these positions can be uniquely extended to an automorphism of the code [4, p. 2311. Since every finite group is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sk (symmetric group on k symbols), for some k, it follows that every finite group is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut C, the full automorphism group of some perfect l-code C. What we intend to establish in this paper is that every finite group is isomorphic to the fulZ automorphism group of some perfect l-code.
If a perfect l-code, C, contains the zero-vector, then the words of weight 3 are the characteristic vectors of a Steiner triple system; similarly the words of weight 4 in the extended code, C*, are the characteristic vectors of a Steiner quadruple system [4, p. 631. Mendelsohn [6] proved that every finite group is the automorphism group of some Steiner triple system and moreover the same thing is true about Steiner quadruple systems. It is our purpose to establish this result for perfect l-codes.
PRELIMINARIES
A n-ary distance 2-code of length m + 1, having n"' codewords, is equivalent to an m-ary quasigroup of order n. If q is such an m-quasigroup then Q= {(XI, XZ,-., x,, 4(x1, -x2,-, x,1) IXiE (1, L., n)} is an n-ary distance 2-code of length m + 1; the converse is equally obvious. In the language of orthogonal arrays and m-quasigroups, an automorphism of the code Q is called an (invariant) conjugation of the array; the automorphism group of Q is called the conjugate invariant subgroup of q(x, ,..., x,). Hoffman [3] established some very strong results about the conjugate invariant subgroups of m-quasigroups of order n, when n > m. Unfortunately, his results do not fit our needs but some of his methods will prove useful.
These distance 2-codes (or m-quasigroups) are an important part of Phelps' construction of perfect l-codes [9] . The other part which is important for our considerations is a partition of Vcn+i' into extended perfect l-codes. Given any extended perfect l-code C*, then there exists a partition of Vn+i), c;, i=o, l,j=O, l)...) n, where each Cj is an extended perfect l-code of length n + 1, and Cz = C*. If C* is linear then the C; could be its cosets, otherwise the Cf could be appropriately chosen translates. Our basic construction is as follows: let Cj, i= 0, 1, j= 0, l,..., n be a partition of V'" + I) into extended perfect 1 -codes, where Cy has only even weight words and C; only odd weight words; let R* be any extended perfect l-code of length m + 1; let Qr be any m-ary quasigroup of order n + 1.
where r = (rO ,..., r,) and j = (j, ,..., j,).
(1)
In [9] it was established that C* @ R* is an extended perfect l-code of length (n + l)(m + 1). Moreover if C* and R* are linear and Cj are the cosets of C* with Cj = Cy + (1, O,..., 0) then Ql can be chosen so that C* OR* is the linear extended Hamming code. Simply, define Our construction allows great flexibility, which will permit us to limit the symmetries of the perfect l-codes C* @ R*. Let 0: i= 0, 1, j=O, l,..., n be some other partition of I'("+') into extended perfect l-codes; then a variant of the prior construction is If C* @ R* constructed as in (1) was linear then a suitable choice of Ql and 0; will limit the symmetries of C* OR*'. In particular if 0: is rigid or automorphism free and the partition has an additional property, then the only automorphisms of C* 0 R*' induce automorphisms of R* and the mary quasigroup Q. So the Aut C* 0 R*' is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut R* and a subgroup of Aut Q.
The variant presented above (Eq. (2)) is subject to further modification. Consider any c1 E Aut C* 0 R*', a: (x0..., x,) -+ (xi,,,,.., xi,). If ri is the parity of the n + 1 bit vector xi then c( induces an automorphism, 6, of R* which maps (rO,..., r,) + (TV,,,..., rim), with ri, being the parity of xi,. This in turn induces an isomorphism from Qr to Q,,,,. By assiduous choice of the Qr one can sufficiently limit these automorphisms so that the resulting code will have the desired automorphism group.
Our problem then is two-fold: Find a "suitable" partition 0; of V'16' and, choose the proper m-quasigroups Qr.
m-@JASIGROUPS AND PERFECT ~-CODES
In this section we again assume that C* Q R*' is the code constructed in Eq. (2) and moreover the only automorphisms of C* Q R*' are "block" automorphisms mapping codewords (x0, xi ,..., x,) to codewords lxio3...3 xim)* Earlier, it was remarked that one can find k positions such that any permutation of these k positions can be uniquely extended to an automorphism of R, where m + 1 = 2k. These k positions correspond to k linearly independent column vectors in the parity check matrix for R. One might as well assume that these vectors are the natural basis vectors e,, e2,..., ek and that the positions are 1, 2 ,..., k.
For any triple { kl , k2, k3 } z ( 1,2,..., k} there is a unique extended perfect 1-subcode on the 8 positions (0, k,, k,, k3,j4,...,j7}
corresponding to the column vectors in the subspace spanned by {ek,, ekz, ek3 }. In particular, given an ordered triple k = (k, , k,, k3) there is a canonical labeling of these 8 positions and a codeword rk E R* which has ones only in these positions. Clearly Aut(V,E)-AutK. Now for each k E K, let rk E R* be the canonical codeword of weight 8. Then applying construction (2) with the above choices for Qr will produce a code C* 0 R* such that the Aut C* 0 R* N Aut K N G.
Clearly, if CI taut K, a: k -P k', then there exists oi E Aut R*, the unique extension of a, such that &(rk) = rk., and oi: Q, -+ Q,,. Thus Aut K is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut C* Q R*. Conversely, if oi E Aut C* 0 R*, and oi(rk) = r, then Q,k N Q, and thus r = rks. Moreover, the isomorphism restricted to the canonically labeled positions is unique, thus the map &(rk) = rk induces a mapping of k + k' for each k E K and thus an automorphism. THEOREM 3.3 . Every finite group is isomorphic to the full automorphism group of some (extended) perfect l-code.
Proof: Actually the construction and arguments have been for extended perfect l-codes. However, note that every automorphism of C* OR* is based on a canonical labeling of the positions (0, k,, kZ, k3,j4,. ..,j7}. In particular, position 0 is always fixed; therefore one can puncture the code so that the automorphism group remains unchanged.
In closing, note that in varying the choice of Q, for r E R*, wt(r)= 8, we have not effected the words of weight 4 in C*@ R*; for any XEujEPrCp ... 0 C;mm, wt(x) GZ 8, since wt(r,, r, ,..., r,) = 8.
CODES OF LENGTH 16
It remains for us to establish the needed results regarding extended perfect l-codes of order 16. First we need an automorphism-free perfect l-code of length 16. In fact, many such codes have been constructed [8] , however, one must still prove that the code is in fact rigid.
Consider the doubling construction presented by Phelps [7] , in particular as it applies to codes of length 16. Let C,*, CT,..., CT and B,*, B: ,..., B: be the partition VI and V, respectively (as listed in [7, p. 2041) . Choose the permutation c1= (23)(56), then, will be a rigid extended perfect l-code of length 16. To prove this all we need to do is establish that the Steiner quadruple system of order 16 (briefly SQS (16)) which corresponds to the words of weight 4 in D is automorphism-free.
Remark that each partition VI, V induces a l-factorization of K, and that these l-factorizations have no sub-1-factorizations of order 4. Thus, the two disjoint subsystems of order 8 are unique and any automorphism of this SQS (16) must consist of 2 parts (c1,p) where c1 is an automorphism of the subsystem (Cg*) and the l-factorization VI as well. Similarly /I must be a automorphism of the other subsystem (B,*) and the l-factorization V as well. The only automorphisms of VI fix the point 0 (Brouwer [ 1, p. lo] Taking this code D* and its translates one has a partition of V(16), DJ, i=O, l,j=O, l,..., 15. Using this partition in our construction (2) with Q being any totally symmetric m-quasigroup, then we claim the resulting code C* @ R* which has only "block" automorphism as required. Again we will consider the SQS( 16) formed by the words of weight 4 in C* @ R*. This SQS( 16(m + 1)) will have m + 1 disjoint copies of our rigid SQS( 16) in it (assuming that (0, O,..., 0) E Q) and if these are the only copies of our SQS(16) then the only automorphism of this SQS(16(m + 1)) must permute these copies among themselves and hence the automorphism must be of the required form. Thus it suffices to prove the following: and wEPnSk, If xi,= b cl,..., x,) is the codeword in C* OR* which corresponds to b and ri is the parity of xi as before, wt(r,, r, ,..., r,) = 2 which is a contradiction, since r = (rO,..., r,) E R*. Thus IP n Sil = IP n Sjl whenever either are non-zero. Case 1 (8, 8) . This means that IPnSJ =lPnS,l =8. PnSi and P n S, must be the unique disjoint pair of sub-SQS (8) . Assuming that the translates 0: = D + xo.j (where x0,, is the characteristic vector for (0, j}), then the l-factorization induced by this partition will have exactly 2 sub-lfactorizations on the first 8 and last 8 positions, respectively. However, this l-factorization is the Steiner l-factorization associated with the No. 11 STS( 15). Hence the sub-1-factorizations are isomorphic to I and V, respectively-never VI (see Brouwer [ 1 ] ). Hence (P, T) cannot be isomorphic to our rigid SQS(16).
Case2 (4, 4, 4, 4) .
If {x,y}EPnSi and zEPn,Si and {x,y,z,w}~T then w E P n Sj, otherwise a parity argument similar to the one used above would give a contradiction regarding wt(r), r E R*. But this means that (P, T) has a sub-SQS(8) on P n (Si u S,) whenever I P n Si I = I P n Sj ) = 4, which gives us too many sub-SQS(8) in (P, T) for it to be isomorphic to our rigid SQS(16).
